Lauren Shafer ’07
Music Chair
Lauren Shafer is in her second year on the Ministry Team. She has served as Music Assistant and did such a great job that she was promoted to Music Chairperson. She’s so dedicated to music that she spends pretty much all of her free time (all 5 minutes per week of it) digging through the music filing cabinet. Lauren loves the choir and every single member of the Ministry Team (we are fantastic). She absolutely hates November 29, so if you see her on that day give her some cabbage and noodles — it’ll make her feel great, we don’t know why, but it does. She is reading a bunch of painfully boring books for class, although she insists that they’re interesting.

Lauren Berninger ’08
Music Chair for 10 p.m. Mass
Lauren Elizabeth Berninger is in her first year on the Ministry Team, but she’s so fantastic that she went straight to Music Chairperson. Bernzi, as her posse calls her, loves to do crazy things, as long as it does not involve jumping from heights and/or airplanes. While she doesn’t like jumping from tall heights, she does enjoy running long distances. To get the calories back, Bernzi consumes copious amounts of Crème Brule and raspberries. She is currently reading classics like *Catch 22* and *Slaughterhouse 5* (she only likes books with numbers in the title). She loves everyone on the Ministry Team, and her favorite team memory is getting tricked into baking 10 dozen cookies for Parent’s Weekend.

Kerry Flanigan ’09
Music Assistant
Kerry Flanigan is in her first semester on the Ministry Team, and is currently serving as Music Assistant. She loves basketball, especially her fellow Irishman, Pat Flannery. Kerry enjoys feasting upon beef stroganoff and bananas foster (which she assures us is a real dessert), especially at CCM Thursday dinners — which are her favorite part of CCM. When not reveling in the ball of fun that is the CCM Ministry Team, you can find her reading *Son of a Witch* (which Father Marty doesn’t let her read down at Newman House) or watching reruns of *Doug* where she enjoys watching her favorite cartoon character ever, Patti Mayonnaise.

Events include:
- Mass
- Prayer Services

Ministries include:
- Cantors
- CCM Choir
- Extraordinary Ministers of the Eucharist
- Greeters
- Liturgical Provisions
- Mass Set Up
- Ministry Training
- Pianist/Instrumentalists

For more information, or if you’d like to get involved, email ccm@bucknell.edu
Joe Rusiewicz '07  
*Assistant for Ministry Training*

Joe Rusiewicz is a Ministry Team veteran, having served forever and ever (Amen) on the team. He has been Director of Administration, Co-Director of Community Service, Mass setup coordinator, and a liturgical teacher. Joe loves Batman, probably because they look so much alike. He also thinks Ministry Team secretary Dominic Rupprecht is positively delightful. Dominic is Joe’s favorite Ministry Team member, and his favorite CCM memory is seeing Dominic in a purple jumpsuit for the 2004 Ministry Team Christmas party. When not hanging out with Dominic, Joe can be found down in the back room of the Newman House basement watching football and pondering about how cool it would be to be Moses. Don’t look under his bed though, there’s a monster!

Carl Marchioli '07  
*Mass Setup*

Carl Marchioli, named after his paternal grandpa, is in his second year on the Ministry Team, and is currently a mass setup chairman. Carl is in touch with his inner child, and thinks Tigger is fantastic. He’s a classy guy who enjoys filet mignon and traveling the world (the furthest he’s been from home is Berlin, Germany). Even though he’s a globe trotter, Carl is pretty darned patriotic; his favorite day of the year is the Fourth of July, he loves apple pie, his favorite sport is American football, and he’s reading a pile of books related to constitutional law.

Mike Thiry '08  
*Mass Setup*

Mike Thiry has been on the Ministry Team for two years, and is currently a mass setup coordinator. Like Joe, Mike loves Batman and football. Mike is pretty easy to please and will eat pretty much anything, especially black cherry ice cream. Mike is one tough cookie – he has four sisters! He’s a very busy guy, so he never unties his shoes before taking them off, and his favorite Ministry Team member is the Big Guy Himself: Jesus. Mike drives a truck and can’t wait until the last day of school!

Paul Skorup '08  
*Mass Setup*

Paul Skorup has been on the Ministry Team longer than he can remember. He does remember, however, that he is a mass setup coordinator. When not coordinating the setup of masses, Paul can be found playing football with the rest of the Liturgical Committee men. Paul thinks Father Marty gives a pretty rockin’ homily, and like Mike, his favorite Ministry Team member is Jesus. Paul has three brothers, and his favorite Ministry Team memory is last year’s Easter dinner. He is currently reading a big stack of textbooks, and thinks Christmas is in fact the most wonderful time of the year.